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Speco Technologies’

ZIPKITS
Recorder Features
EZ Wizards - For ease of use and setup
Camera: quickly discovers and installs IP cameras
Setup: for setup of general settings
Network: network setup and port forwarding
Record: setup recording resolutions and recording type
Search: search for events from thumbnails
Copy: copy what you are playing onto a USB ﬂash drive

•Built-In PoE IEEE 802.3af
•Video Out: 1 HDMI®, 1 VGA
•Plug & play feature with Speco’s IP cameras
•Dual network ports for isolating IP camera network and
remote network trafﬁc
•Free U.S.-Based DDNS Server Access
•5 year limited warranty

ZIPL4B1

ZIPL4D1

4 Channel NVR with 4 Channel Built-In PoE, 1TB
4 Full HD 2MP Outdoor IR Bullet Cameras

4 Channel NVR with 4 Channel Built-In PoE, 1TB
4 Full HD 2MP Outdoor IR Dome Cameras

Part Numbers for Kit Contents
Recorder

N4NSL1TB

Cameras

O3VLD1K (dome)
O3VLB3K (bullet)

8 camera kits
also available

Please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or Datacom Specialist for additional
information on all of Speco Technologies’ products and solutions. We would be happy to visit your
facility and evaluate a new camera application or assist you with upgrading an aging system.
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Kendall Electric Stock Guides
Now Available Online
Selection. Everyone wants the best
selection. But sometimes that comes at
a price. Too many options can become
overwhelming and make the selection
process dif¿cult.
Kendall Electric has stock guides available
for several brands and products to make it
easier for you to ¿nd what items we have
on our shelves.
We have now taken that concept a step
further, by creating digital versions of
those stock guides. These online guides
will make it easier to ¿nd and purchase the
items you are looking for.
Stock Guide Sample
The printed Àyers are not going away, but
these electronic versions now allow you to
go directly to each item on the Kendall
Electric shop site to review and purchase.
No more tedious selection through
numerous available options, only to
discover that you’ve chosen an item
that is not in stock.
Sylvania LED Stock Guide above, the categories along
the top match the paper copy, and the different types of
items in those categories are de¿ned beneath. Expand
and collapse those item types by clicking on the title (i.e.
A-Line) and you’ll see all the items available. Click the
part number and you will go directly to that item on the
Kendall Electric Shop site to get the information you want
and the ability to purchase that item.

A link to our list of stock guides is located in the Tools
menu on the Kendall Electric Shop website. Or visit the
page directly at: shop.kendallelectric.com/stock-guides.
Stock guides currently
available are:
• Sylvania LED Stock
Guide
• EATON Power of
Authenticity Breakers
Program

Simply visit our stock guides listing page, and click on the
logo for the guide you want to look at. More stock guides
will be added in the future!

As we continue to upgrade your experience using the
shop.kendallelectric.com site, we will add more features
like this to make your purchasing easier. You will also
see a new taxonomy (product categories and drill downs)
in the future that will better group like/similar items and
make it easier to ¿nd all of those items that aren’t in the
stock guides but you know Kendall Electric carries. As
that gets closer, we’ll make sure to have an article ready
that explains it all!

The format for these digital stock guides is very similar to
the paper copies. Categories and product breakdowns will
all use the same wording you are familiar with, to make
product searching simple and quick. As you can see in the

Please feel free to contact us and leave your comments
about this or anything E-Commerce related, at
ecommerce@kendallgroup.com. We look forward to
receiving your feedback.

• EATON Power
Distribution Stock Guide

shop.kendallelectric.com
®
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Cognex Sets New Standard for
Barcode Reading with DataMan® 470
Innovative technology delivers unprecedented
coverage, speed, and ease-of-use
Cognex Corporation, the leader in machine vision and industrial barcode reading, recently introduced the
DataMan® 470 series of ¿xed-mount barcode readers. Designed for high-speed, high-throughput manufacturing
and logistics lines, DataMan 470 is the fastest and most powerful reader in the company’s line of industrial
barcode readers.
DataMan 470 uses new, patent-pending imaging technology to easily solve challenging applications such as
automotive component traceability, tire identi¿cation, airport baggage handling, and automated sorting. DataMan
470’s High Dynamic Range Plus (HDR+) technology enhances the image quality of 1D and 2D codes, in addition
to providing greater coverage and faster speeds than conventional readers. It also reads low contrast and ultrasmall codes not visible to other readers, and covers larger inspection areas with fewer cameras, allowing greater
process variation and lower facility design costs.
“Cognex is proud to introduce this groundbreaking technology, which sets a new standard for barcode reading
and ease of installation across industries,” said Carl Gerst, Cognex Senior Vice President for Barcode Reader
Products. “DataMan 470 reads the most dif¿cult codes at astonishingly fast rates to keep pace with increasing line
speeds and coverage areas in our customers’ facilities.”
DataMan 470’s expandable technology platform includes multi-core processing power, advanced decoding
algorithms, and modular con¿guration options to signi¿cantly improve speed and Àexibility. Additional
technologies, such as Cognex Explorer™ Real Time Monitoring, allow DataMan customers to analyze barcode
quality metrics to optimize production processes. Like the rest of the DataMan industrial barcode reader family,
DataMan 470 features the newly optimized DataMan Setup Tool for the fastest installation setup.
Visit kendallelectric.com/dl/CognexRTM to read more about Cognex Explorer™ Real Time Monitoring. For
additional information on Cognex products, contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or Vision Specialist.
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OptiCam® 2
Termination Tool
Field-installable ¿ber terminations have been revolutionized
with the OptiCam® 2 Fiber Termination Tool from Panduit.
The tool goes beyond a pass-fail reading to provide an
immediate calculated insertion loss for right-the-¿rst-time
terminations. The award-winning tool is the only ¿ber
termination tool on the market to terminate and provide a
calculated insertion loss value.
The easy-to-use tool has an on-tool display that walks
users through a simple three-step termination process,
with no complicated series of buttons, knobs and levers.
It provides an immediate insertion loss value, along with
a pass-fail readout, giving the installer peace of mind that
the termination is right. The immediate IL reading improves
productivity by shortening the time installers spend on the
Mobsite and increases contractor pro¿tability by decreasing
project re-work.

Among the tool’s features are
an ergonomic design that easily
converts between left- and righthanded operation; color-coded
cradles and patch cords to ease
setup; and a pivoting cradle arm to
make it easier to load connectors.
The tool works with Panduit LC, SC, and ST OptiCam Fiber
Optic Connectors. If the installer isn’t satis¿ed with the
termination results on the ¿rst try, the termination can be
easily reversed and retried, reusing the same connector. In
comparison, other connectors on the market would have to
be discarded and a new connector installed.

LCD display
guides user
through the
termination

5-way joystick
navigates
users quickly
through the
on-screen
menus

The OptiCam 2 tool also has a companion smartphone app,
which adds functionality. The app mirrors the display screen,
and collects a robust set of data points that can be used
for project and business management. The app collects
information to create project ¿les with termination data, such
as customer name, installer name, location, connector ID
(which can be set to automatically increment), insertion loss
values, and time and date. This information can be easily
exported to simplify documentation and record-keeping.

Self-aligning,
reversible
cradle for
left or right
handed

The data from the app can be used to successfully manage
projects. With app data in hand, project planners can
determine data points like average insertion loss per project,
average time per connector, average time per technician,
average insertion loss per technician, and more. This
helps project managers schedule the right installers for
each project, develop bids based on more precise labor
estimates, and submit time and material billing.

Ergonomic,
symmetric design
allows for left or
right handed

The ability to deliver an insertion loss at the time of
termination revolutionizes the ¿eld termination of ¿ber
connectors. By targeting many of the pain points that
installer have: productivity, call-backs, and record-keeping,
the OptiCam 2 tool helps installers compete in the market
and more effectively manage their business and labor pool.
To learn more about OptiCam, visit kendallelectric.com/dl/
opticam and talk to your Kendall Electric Account Manager.
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Making the Case for VerifEye™ Submetering Solutions
Seven Simple Ways to Reduce Energy Waste and Increase Savings
One of the biggest challenges facing building owners
is understanding how energy is used in their facilities.
Understanding where in the facility and when building
systems such as interior and exterior lighting, HVAC,
and plug loads use energy is critical to managing energy
costs. VerifEye™ Submetering Solutions and BMO 3.0
Energy Information Software provide detailed information
to help identify prime opportunities for energy consumption
reduction and ultimately, savings for the building owner.

Emerging Submetering Code Requirements
State and local codes of¿cials understand the need for
building systems energy information as a key component
to sustainable building management. Codes are requiring
new buildings and major retro¿t projects to either install
monitoring on whole building and end use loads or make
signi¿cant provisions for it in the building design. While
these costs might appear to drive the initial cost to build
upward, they also help to reduce lifecycle costs for the
building and reduce total carbon footprint and the resultant
energy cost savings associated.

Identifying Simple Opportunities
to Reduce Energy Waste with Energy Data
After Hours Energy Usage. Knowing
when to optimally turn off lights, HVAC,
and other non-essential equipment
or reducing it to a pre-determined
after-hours energy saving setting can
lead to substantial energy cost savings.
Vacant Space Energy Consumption.
Energy data can help identify unoccupied
or underutilized spaces and minimize or
eliminate unnecessary energy waste.
Uncovering Flaws in Building
Automation Systems (BAS). Energy
monitoring information allows building
owners to implement strategies to
optimize their system processes and
equipment.
%XLOGLQJ(TXLSPHQW(I¿FLHQF\DQG
Maintenance. Reviewing energy data
daily can lead to longer service lives
for equipment and help prevent issues
associated with unforeseen catastrophic
failures of large building systems
equipment.
Cost Avoidance. Having detailed
knowledge of the pre-retro¿t energy
consumption of lighting systems or other
building systems provides insight into the
cost avoided had the retro¿t not been executed.

The Solution—VerifEye Energy Monitoring
and Tenant Billing Technology
Leviton VerifEye Submetering Solutions offer versatile,
affordable, branch circuit metering technologies suited
speci¿cally for these challenging applications. Add this
technology to BMO 3.0 Energy Information Software that
can aggregate and disaggregate data and building owners
now have powerful tools for understanding how, where,
and when building systems use energy.

Demand Side Management. Knowing how much power
is drawn and when is critical to cost management and
driving costs down.
Recouping Costs from Tenants and Common Use
Areas. Energy data can help building owners recoup
energy costs and allow tenants to see the bene¿ts of their
energy conservation efforts in their energy bills.
THE
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Kendall Connection Live 2018

Technology Summit

Product Showcase & Learning Event
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Using Energy Information Strategically

The VerifEye platform allows single 20A circuits to be
monitored and the data points added together to allow
for “whole building energy usage and demand” from an
unlimited number of disparate circuits. This offers a Àexible
and scalable solution, enabling building owners to add
additional energy submetering equipment as their budgets
and operations allow, and effectively future-proo¿ng their
system.

Energy information and management is the key to smart
energy usage and cost control. Building owners can
bene¿t signi¿cantly from VerifEye, a seamless solution
that enables smart metering, meets code compliance, and
simpli¿es the complexities of allocating energy costs and
billing tenants. VerifEye gives decision makers the tools
to implement smart, informed strategies to reduce energy
waste, optimize operating costs, increase their bottom line,
and achieve their unique energy goals.

VerifEye offers a comprehensive solution to meet
the needs of any building retro¿t or new construction
application. Featuring an open protocol design, the
VerifEye architecture allows easy integration with third
party building management system platforms as well as the
ability to collect data and push it out to third party providers.
Automated data collection hardware solutions and energy
reporting and analysis software easily and intelligently
manage energy consumption and tenant billing.

For more information on Leviton VerifEye Submetering
Solutions for energy monitoring and tenant billing
applications, visit kendallelectric.com/dl/verifeye and
contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager.

®
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110
l
Technica
Sessions

This is our largest
show yet, with over
100 exhibitors!

55
Hands-on
Labs

TECHNOLOGY
SUMMIT
2018
Product Showcase & Learning Event
Brought to you by The Kendall Group

®

®

SEPTEMBER
11TH & 12TH
DeVos Place
303 Monroe Ave. Grand Rapids, MI

Additional Information and Registration:

KENDALLGROUP.COM/TS18
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Network Assessment Services
Expert Consultation. Unsurpassed Customer Service.
An Assessment Can:

Do you have any of the following
concerns about your network?
• My network is not operating
at optimum capabilities.

• Reduce downtime and expose design
compromises that affect noise
immunity and network performance.

• My network architecture was
not designed to protect the
company’s property and assets.

• Alleviate potential issues by
implementation of standards-based
grounding and bonding.

• I don’t know whether the network
problems I have are security related
and the proper way to ¿x them.

• Protect your assets with physical
network security, OSHA/IEEE/NFPA
safety compliant solutions.

Ensure your network infrastructure is capable of supporting
today’s needs as well as future technology and expansion
2SHUDWLRQDO(I¿FLHQF\6WDUWVZLWKDQ
Optimized Physical Infrastructure
As the desire grows for plant Àoor networks and enterprise
networks to converge, the physical infrastructure often
gets overlooked. Successful organizations understand that
the physical infrastructure has become more critical than
ever before. Kendall Electric understands the importance
of this convergence and it starts with developing a good
understanding of your logical network and operational drivers.
Let us work with you to determine how to best optimize your
physical infrastructure.

Kendall Electric’s Physical Infrastructure Assessment
can help you baseline the capabilities within your
current operation and ease the deployment of
industrial network solutions by:
Ŷ Evaluating your systems’ overall health, security,
connectivity, and operational safety
• Prioritize by value, environmental considerations,
and outcome
• Determine the best course of action for
remediation and cost savings
Ŷ Assessing the present infrastructure condition
• Pro-active problem prevention
• Resolutions to existing problems through an
on-site evaluation

Physical Infrastructure Assessment Services
for Industrial Automation
Industrial operations are driven to increase production and
reduce costs while maintaining quality and safety. These
operations teams need partners that understand their unique
application requirements to meet business challenges and
prepare for future endeavors.
Kendall Electric’s Physical Infrastructure Assessments
evaluate key components of your network, including policy,
design, on-site operation, risk, and vulnerability. Each
assessment provides a detailed examination of every aspect
of your physical infrastructure, including an evaluation of its
compliance with industry standards and its ability to support
your current needs and future business initiatives. Our
Physical Infrastructure Assessment Service will provide a
comprehensive report based on standards and best practices
that details the health of your operations from the control room
and throughout the plant Àoor. The assessment documents
can be used to justify funding for remediation, optimization
and upgrade activities, with evaluation and ratings based on
industry standards and best practices documented by groups
such as TIA, Cisco, Rockwell Automation.

Ŷ Planning for Infrastructure Deployment
• Mapping and functional requirements, logical
features and needs for the physical infrastructure
• Speci¿cations for bid document and proposal
level Bill of Materials, details for installation and
proposal evaluation to help shorten the time to
implementation
Ŷ Upgrading and Migrating Legacy Networks
• Preparation to adopt IT Standards into industrial
environment
• Convergence plans and implementation steps for
upgrading legacy architecture to maximize the
business value provided by new technologies
®

To get started, contact
your Kendall Electric
Account Manager or
Datacom Specialist today.

®
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Remanufacturing Services
Minimize Risk. Maximize Productivity.
Maintenance, Repair, and Operating (MRO) inventory typically
represent a signi¿cant investment for any organization. This
MRO investment is critical to ensuring the availability of renewal
parts needed to maintain production asset reliability. Remannufacturing, an MRO solution that is sometimes overlooked,
can have a positive impact on managing this MRO investment.
Using Rockwell Automation remanufacturing services to
support your production assets can yield signi¿cant MRO
investment savings while also optimizing automation system
performance.
When a part and/or device within an automation system fails,
there are a few basic options to consider:
• Repair Service
• Remanufacturing Service
• Purchase New

• Environmental Testing – Device undergoes dynamic environmental testing, using fully simulated platforms designed
exclusively to exacting performance speci¿cations. This helps
identify hidden concerns – limiting premature ¿eld failures.
• Final Quality Inspection – Device is compared against its
tracking record to ensure that all restoration operations have
been completed. Device is cosmetically cleaned and visually
inspected by Quality Control for complete compliance to
Rockwell Automation standards.
• Secure Shipping – Accessories such as keys, batteries, and
manuals are added. The Device is then placed in a customengineered container to protect against damage during shipment.

Rockwell Automation Remanufacturing Services
Next Day Exchange Service Option
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 50,000 catalog items
Eight exchange hubs worldwide
More than $100 Million in inventory exchange
Global network of service parts hubs
Emergency service available 24x7x365
ISO Certi¿ed Facilities

Remanufacturing and repair
services differ in that repair
will typically only address the
repair of failed components
within a device. Further, these
repairs are often performed
using non-OEM or salvage components. Use of less than
optimal repair components can negatively impact automation
system performance and production asset reliability.
Additionally, it is impossible for third-party repair providers to
validate repairs against original manufacturer speci¿cations.
Remanufacturing provides a more
comprehensive solution that enables
optimized device restoration. Rockwell
Automation Remanufacturing Services are
executed using a controlled seven step
process. This process maintains execution
consistency and deliverable quality.
Process Summary:

The bene¿ts of Rockwell Automation remanufacturing services
have been validated by customer surveys which
show products repaired by third-party companies can result in
three times the warranty failures compared to products going
through Rockwell Automation remanufacturing services.
Additionally, there is
a potential MRO investment
savings associated with
remanufacturing services. In
some situations, these
savings can be as much
as 50% the cost of new for
renewal part and/or device
expenditures. This savings can have signi¿cant business
outcomes within an organization:

Potential MRO parts cost
savings - new versus
remanufactured product.
In some situations this
savings can be up to…

• 5HFHLSWDQG9HUL¿FDWLRQ – Device catalog number, series
and revision data is veri¿ed for warranty. The Rockwell
Automation remanufacturing process is unique for each
device and is based on its part number, return history, and
physical condition.
• Revisions and Enhancements – Device is disassembled
and cleaned by hand and/or aqueous wash process. Device
is then updated with the most current revisions, bringing it up
to current original equipment manufacturer speci¿cations.
• &RPSRQHQW9HUL¿FDWLRQ5HSODFHPHQW – Device
components are reviewed and inspected. Damaged and
outdated printed circuit boards are rebuilt or replaced using
the latest technology to help ensure components are
repaired or replaced correctly.
• Dynamic Functional Testing – Device is tested to original
equipment manufacturer’s speci¿cations under various loads
and operation parameters. Trained technicians ensure the
device is operating within manufacturer speci¿cations.

The Rockwell Automation remanufacturing
process optimizes device performance
beyond what is achievable through simple
third-party repair. Optimization is achieved
through a comprehensive uplift of the
entire device during restoration operations.
Deliverable consistency and quality is
achieved by following a controlled
proprietary process.

50%

• Engineering / Maintenance – Enhanced device reliability,
reduced reactive repair and increased MRO bandwidth.
• Purchasing – Increased cost savings and enhanced
warranty tracking.
• Operations – Reduced inventory costs and more favorable
MRO operations costs.
Rockwell Automation Remanufacturing Services are extensive,
robust, and immediately available to support your critical
needs. Please ask us how we can assist in minimizing
your risk and maximizing your productivity, with Rockwell
Automation services.
For additional information on Industrial Repair Services, visit
kendallelectric.com/dl/IRepair or contact your Kendall Electric
Account Manager. You can also tour a Remanufacturing
Facility online at: kendallelectric.com/dl/RemanTour

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION

Remanufacturing Process
RECEIPT AND
VERIFICATION
Your unit's catalog number,
series and revision data is
verified for warranty, and then
barcoded to closely monitor
each operation in the
remanufacturing cycle.

REVISIONS AND
ENHANCEMENTS
Your unit is disassembled, cleaned
and upgraded with the latest
proprietary release to bring it
up to original equipment
manufacturer specifications.

Each component is reviewed and
inspected, and undergoes a trend
analysis. We rebuild damaged and
outdated printed circuit boards
using the latest computer and
fiber optic technology.

DYNAMIC
FUNCTIONAL
TESTING

ENVIRONMENTAL
TESTING

COMPONENT
VERIFICATION/
REPLACEMENT

Trained and experienced
technicians test your unit to OEM
specifications to make sure the
product is operating within the
load and operation parameters
originally intended.

Your unit undergoes dynamic
environmental testing using
fully computerized simulation
platforms to help identify
intermittent problems not
readily apparent — helping
to prevent premature failures.

FINAL QUALITY
INSPECTION
A tracking record verifies all
necessary operations have been
completed. Quality Control
Inspectors cosmetically clean and
visually inspect the unit, and label
it with the updated revision.

12 - 24

SECURE
SHIPPING
Accessories such as keys, batteries
and manuals are added and
your unit is shipped back to you
in custom-engineered, anti-static
bags and containers.

500

OEM Quality

Month Warranty

Savings

Products/day

As the manufacturer of Allen-Bradley®
products, we are the only authorized
service supplier of Rockwell Automation
OEM-specified components.

Every remanufactured part receives
a 12 to 24 month comprehensive
warranty on the entire unit, not just
the replaced components.

Rockwell Automation tracks your new
product warranties and can help save you
thousands of dollars in repair costs,
depending on your installed base.

Our remanufacturing facilities see
approximately 500 products every day
and our technicians have access to over
$50 million in available parts inventory.

Service levels and warranty vary by region.

Be Smart and Be Safe
Being safe is a smart thing to do. That’s simple enough. Design out any hazards, mitigate all remaining risks, and
equip your teams with proper training on machinery. Those are all smart things for you to do. What is possible
when your safety system is also capable of doing smart things?
We can all imagine a scenario where multiple safety devices are being controlled by a central controller across
multiple production lines. Inevitably, a device will signal that there is an unsafe condition – a door is open, a
light curtain is tripped, the list goes on. Production stops, and the troubleshooting begins. Knowing there is an
unsafe condition is incredibly important, but checking doors and looking for a tripped light curtain takes time.
Troubleshooting extends unplanned downtime and reduces valuable productivity. If we know speci¿cally what
device, on what cell, and what door is unsafe, we can direct our teams to address it immediately. Could our
troubleshooting shift from trying to identify what door interlock is open, to a speci¿c indication that “Line 2’s
Welding Cell Guard Door Is Open.” Spend less time looking, and more time getting back into production.
Consider the same scenario, but now allow the data collected from your safety system to be overlaid with your
production data. Is it valuable to know that on 2nd shift, E-stops are being pushed twice as much as 1st shift?
You notice that not-so-coincidentally, 2nd shift has longer unplanned downtime events. You now have actionable
intelligence from your safety system to address operating and safety procedures with a shift that could mitigate
unnecessary downtime.
Being safe is smart. And building smart safety systems allows your machines to help you minimize unnecessary
steps in troubleshooting and improve productivity. Ask your Kendall Electric Account Manager about how easy it is
to deploy NEW GuardLinkTM technology from Allen Bradley and get the intelligence you need from your safety
devices.
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NVENT HOFFMAN INTERNAL DISCONNECT SHIELD
HELPS PROTECT TECHNICIANS AND EQUIPMENT
FROM LIVE POWER IN ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURES
To help manufacturers better protect their
employees and equipment, Hoffman created
the Internal Disconnect Shield, a “touch-safe”
enclosure solution to help prevent electric shock
and arc Àash.
The new shield creates a barrier between
technicians and the live power area of a disconnect
switch within an electrical enclosure. It helps
reduce the risk of a technician inadvertently
coming into physical contact with the live power
source, and incurring an injury or machinery
damage by incidentally causing an electric shock
or arc Àash occurrence.
“At Hoffman, we take safety very seriously – as
do our customers,” said Andrea Salazar, a global
product manager for Hoffman. “We are committed
to providing innovative technologies to help protect our
customers. The Internal Disconnect Shield is a simple,
easy-to-install and cost-effective solution to con¿dently
add a layer of protection.”

The Internal Disconnect Shield is part of Hoffman’s
extended line of risk-reducing disconnect solutions,
including the Sequestr External Disconnect Enclosure.
The Sequestr External Disconnect Enclosure isolates
the entire line side of a disconnect, including lugs and
cables, outside of the enclosure, and can be used
independently or in tandem with the Internal Disconnect
Shield to improve safety.

The shield was developed to help safeguard Àangemounted disconnects, especially for retro¿tting existing
systems or building new systems within limited Àoor
space. Specially designed for ease of use, the Internal
Disconnect Shield conveniently:

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE HOFFMAN
INTERNAL DISCONNECT SHIELD

Ŷ Covers variable-depth or cable-operated
Àange-mounted disconnect switches

Download the technical brochure at:
kendallelectric.com/dl/HoffmanIDStb

Ŷ Is symmetrically constructed to accommodate
left-hand or right-hand mounting disconnect
switches

Download the FAQ at:
kendallelectric.com/dl/HoffmanIDSfaq

Ŷ Provides an open back with holes on back
Àanges for easy mounting onto the main enclosure
sub-panel
Ŷ Can be installed manually using wing nuts for top
and bottom gland plates

For more information on the full line of nVent
HOFFMAN branded products, visit kendallelectric.com/
dl/nvent and talk to your Kendall Electric Account
Manager today.

The Internal Disconnect Shield comes in three models
designed to ¿t various switch amperages. All meet Type
1 and IP30 industry standards to help prevent incidental
contact with energized components. Please note: while
the Internal Disconnect Shield serves as a barrier to live
power within an enclosure, the touch-safe shield itself is
not arc-Àash resistant, meaning it is not constructed to
contain or direct away heat and pressure.
®
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New from Dimetix
PENNSYLVANIA CONVENTION CENTER

NOVEMBER14-15

SAVE THE DATE

D Series Laser Distance Sensors
New to Kendall Electric through Dimetix USA, are the long range, rugged
Dimetix D Series laser distance sensors, the successor series to the
mainstay Dimetix C Series lasers. This unique line of laser sensors can
be used to measure and sense a variety of process parameters, all based
on an absolute distance output:
• Position
• Width/length
• Diameter
The incredibly versatile Dimetix D Series laser sensors are compatible
with Rockwell Automation products via several protocols and the addition
of a NEW optional integrated Ethernet IP module. Our new lasers boast
improved natural target performance, faster measurement rates, and
better measurement stability.
Key Dimetix Laser Distance Sensor Features
Dimetix laser common core features
• Measuring range 0 to 500m
• Max. measuring rate 250Hz
• High precision serial/analog/SSI output
• Digital output for error signals
• Two programmable digital outputs
• Digital input
• Heater option
• Rugged IP65-rated metal case
• Class II visible red, eye-safe laser
D Series Highlights
• Natural surface targets to 100m
• Max. update rate 1kHz
• Optional integrated interfaces*
- ETHERNET IP
- PROFINET
- PROFICAT
• Ext. temperature range -40°C … +60°C
• Bold & compact, yet compatible, design
* PROFIBUS through an external converter

Dimetix lasers, including the new D Series lasers, are available now at
all Kendall Electric locations. Both series of Dimetix lasers and a full line
of accessories are stocked and supported locally in the United States by
Laser-View Technologies dba Dimetix USA. Learn more about the Dimetix
C Series and the new D Series lasers at dimetix.com or Laser-View.com.
For additional information, and for help deciding which type of sensor is
best suited to your speci¿c needs, contact your Kendall Electric Account
Manager or Automation Engineer today.

SAFER MECHANICAL

LOCKOUT/TAGOUT
GracePESDs™ engineer out the risk associated with
routine maintenance tasks allowing it to be safely
conducted from outside of the electrical cabinet,
inherently reducing the risk of arc Àash and shock
hazards signi¿cantly. When properly incorporated into
a facility’s electrical and mechanical Lockout/Tagout
(LOTO) safety procedure, PESDs enhance compliance
with NFPA 70E and OSHA energy isolation principles.
Flex-Mount
Voltage

In an effort to occupy every space that may pose risk when
performing either mechanical or electrical LOTO,

Indicator

GracePESDs™ offers a convenient voltage indication solution
in the form of Flex-Mount Voltage Indicators.
With Àexible mounting capabilities for any
electrical equipment application, Flex-Mounts can
be easily installed wherever an M20 or ô” conduit
knockout is present, preventing the need for warranty-voiding
customization. The LED light indication veri¿es presence of voltage and
assists maintenance personnel with a double-check veri¿cation while
performing LOTO. Flex-Mount Voltage Indicators are applicable for
3-phase systems and can be ordered in 4-wire and 5-wire con¿gurations.

CLICK HERE TO REQUEST A
FREE SAMPLE FROM GRACE
Or Visit kendallelectric.com/dl/GraceSample

www.pesd.com • 1.800.280.9517

®

WE OWN IT ®

KENDALL ELECTRIC LOCATIONS

MI

Alpena, MI 49707 Battle Creek, MI 49037 Benton Harbor, MI 49022 Cadillac, MI 49601 Coldwater, MI 49036 Grand Haven, MI 49417
646 E. Chicago Rd.
1436 Fulton Ave.
1240 US23 North
702 N. 20th Street
909 W. 13th Street
1405 South M-139
517-278-4518
616-844-7017
989-356-3411
231-775-9734
269-965-6897
269-925-3244
1-800-695-5464
1-800-968-3411
1-800-442-1711
Fax : 269-965-6899
1-800-255-5214

Grand Rapids, MI 49504 Grand Rapids-S. MI 49512
4525 44th St. SE
832 Scribner Ave., N.W.
616-459-8327
616-459-8327
1-800-968-9880
1-800-442-2523

Holland, MI 49424
11581 Greenway Dr.
616-396-4625
1-800-968-4625

Jenison, MI 49428
6726 Roger Dr.
616-662-0185
1-800-968-9880

Lansing, MI 48917 Midland, MI 48642
7633 Lanac St.
4600 James Savage Rd.
517-322-2411
989-496-3600
1-800-292-0802
1-800-968-3600

Muskegon, MI 49442
1699 Wierengo Dr.
231-773-6621
1-800-968-6621

Portage, MI 49002
Petoskey, MI 49770
1915 Fochtman Ind. Park Dr. 5101 S. Sprinkle Rd.
269-345-0101
231-347-2646
1-800-227-3674

Saginaw, MI 48604
5420 Davis Rd.
989-752-4181
1-800-968-4181

Sturgis, MI 49091 Three Rivers, MI 49093 Traverse City, MI 49686 Wyoming, MI 49509
1100 58th St. SW
2458 N Aero Park Ct.
1201 W. Broadway
700 N. Centerville Rd.
616-406-1555
231-946-7262
269-273-8644
269-651-9495
1-800-968-7262
1-800-632-2011
1-800-916-1958

Angola, IN 46703
2795 Woodhull Drive
260-665-2098
1-800-525-2842

Auburn, IN 46706
1200 S. Grandstaff Ave.
260-927-1530
1-800-368-1017

Fort Wayne, IN 46825 Kendallville, IN 46755 La Porte, IN 46350 Mishawaka, IN 46544
915 Boyd Blvd.
109 S. Allen Chapel Rd.
4905 Lincolnway E.
415 Ley Road
219-362-2019
260-347-3190
574-259-0026
260-484-0755
1-800-728-4331
1-800-525-2841
1-800-682-4528
1-800-552-0999
219- 872-0628 Mich. City

IN
Warsaw, IN 46580
1095 Fisher Ave.
574-267-8168
1-800-421-5214

TN

AL

Birmingham, AL 35222 Montgomery, AL 36116 Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
6064 Perimeter Pkwy.
3317 5th Ave. S.
1323 Whigham Pl.
334-356-1845
205-254-3192
205-759-5716
1-866-711-8021
1-800-605-3192
800-263-8393

Chattanooga, TN 37408 Cleveland,TN 37323
2310 Rossville Blvd.
2395 Shady Lane
423-698-4471
423-479-2639
1-888-263-6673
1-800-472-4547

Oak Ridge, TN 37830 Pigeon Forge, TN 37863
117 Golf Rd.
745 Emory Valley Rd.
865-453-4638
865-482-4906
1-800-532-8742
1-800-832-8742

Jackson, TN 37801
25 American Dr.
731-423-0134
1-800-467-1155

GA

Kingsport, TN 37660 Knoxville, TN 37922
1241 Jan Way
170 Mabry Hood Rd.
423-246-8151
865-546-8755
1-800-775-3530
1-800-532-8742

Dalton, GA 30720
1020 S. Hamilton St.
706-275-4400
1-800-342-7629
Newport, TN 37821
133 Highway 25E
423-623-5650
1-888-264-0411

Contact the Kendall Electric
location nearest you for all of your
electrical and datacom needs.

5101 South Sprinkle Road | Portage MI 49002 | Phone: 269.978.3838 | Toll Free: 800.632.5422 | Fax: 269.381.6348
kendallelectric.com

